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PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

E. A. Rezvan 

ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS OF KARL FABERGE. II: 
RAGAMALA MINIATURES OF THE ALBUM (MURAQQA} (PART ONE) 

In a previous article in this series [I] I described in shott 
manuscript X 3. undoubtedly the gem of Fabergc's collection 
of Eastern manuscripts. This is a so-called muraqqa · (Al
bum). and its 38 folios (sg. la11·!J) present a series of minia
tures and calligraphy samples that originated in various re
gions of the Middle East and India: some of the miniatures 
betray obvious Ethiopian influence. In general. the Album re
flects the astonishing cultural symbiosis typical of India in 
the era of the Great Moghuls. The muraqqa · folios bear 
traces of the cultures. religions and traditions of the Greater 
lndo-Turko-lranian world. the Middle East. and Central Asia. 
as well as China and Eastern Africa [2]. The album's large 
scale (39. 7 x 23.0 cm) folios present portraits of prominent 
political figures and aristocrats. spiritual mentors and ordi
nary people. It also presents scenes from private life and il
lustrations to well-known literary works. Many of the Album 
folios show beautiful. elegantly dressed. delicately depicted 
female figures in various settings: it is clear why several of 
them were chosen by the curators of the Tokyo Fuji Museum 
of Art for an exhibition entitled Muses, Madonnas and Maid
ens. 500rrnrs o(lhe Female Image in East and West (Tokyo, 
Fukuoka. Kobe. 01.11.2001 - 03.03.2002). 

A significant part of the miniatures are linked 
with special poetry collections -- nlgama/ii -- that de-

The artistic phenomenon known as n7gama/c7 ( Skt., 
"garland of melodies": there is also another term - rc/
gasclgar - "ocean of melodies") is a unique but little 
known concept of illustrating musical modes in pictorial 
form: it was introduced by Indian writers and artists [4]. 
Literally ragamala means a garland of musical modes di
vided up into n/gas and raginls ("wives" of nlgas). some
times ragaputras ("sons" of ragas). and n/gaputr/s 
("daughters" of ragas). The system is divided into fixed 
"families", each headed by a raga. and structured in a fixed 
sequence. Each line or verse of the composition is sung in 
different mode. so that the entire piece appears like a string 
of melodies on a particular common theme. In some cases 
different rhythms arc used for different lines or verses. The 
essence of the concept of raga [5] was the recognition that 
certain combinations of notes were endowed with particular 
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scribe various musical tones in personified form. That 
is why we decided to devote our second article to the 
raga ma la miniatures of muraqqa ',which the Tsar's jewel
ler Karl Faberge bought for his private collection around 
century ago. 

Before I begin I would like to express my sincere grati
tude to Roselyne Hurel (Muscc Carnavalet, Paris) and 
Oleg Akimushkin (St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences), whose 
friendly support during my study of muraqqa · and the 
preparation of the article was both decisive and encourag
ing. Alier the death of Tatiana Grck ( 1920-1985), Keeper 
of the Indian Collections of the State Hermitage. no special
ist on Indian miniatures remained in St. Petersburg. Unfor
tunately, we must also state a lack of necessary literature in 
St. Petersburg libraries. I am sincerely grateful to my col
leagues, primarily Rachel Milstein (Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem) and Lesley Wilkins (Harvard Law School 
Library, USA) for providing information without which 
this work could not have been completed [3]. I hope that as 
a relative newcomer to the field I shall be forgiven any 
errors caused by my enthusiasm and lack of access to 
special literature. 

sentiments. l'(/sa (Skt. ). The prevalent melodics were de
picted in vivid verbal imagery by Indian musicologists of 
the late medieval period and were associated with a season, 
a mood. a time, and even with colours, parts of the human 
body and with animals [6]. All this provided the source of 
the l'(/ganulhl illustrations. The characters in the paintings, 
also called ragas (princes) and raginls (ladies). personify 
the spirits of the various melodies. As mentioned above, 
each l'(/ga or r<lginl is associated with a certain mood cre
ated by a combination of the r<lga's inner unity, the season, 
time of day (or night). and each has its accompanying verse 
of poetry about lovers in a state of separation or union. 
It was widely believed that to play or sing a raga at the 
wrong time could course various misfortunes and failures. 

A standard raga11ulla series comprises 36 paintings (6 
ragas with 5 raginls each) [7]. The uniqueness of ragamala 
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paintings lies in the fact that their main aim is to express, 
interpret and exhibit by means of graphic and pictorial tools 
and methods the beauty and spirit of another art, that of 
music, poetry and dance. 

In India, as in many other countries, music was consid
ered to be of divine origin and was supposed to possess the 
property of evoking an ecstatic state of mind or mood both 
in the musician and the listener. Special formulas were 
devised to capture and comprehend the divine quality of 
music and to evoke an ecstatic state. These took the form of 
prayers in which the conceptual form, dhyiina-miirti, of the 
raga was described. Thus the ragas were personified or 
deified. Riigamiilii paintings were created expressly to de
pict their dhyiina-miirtis. or icons, in order to create the 
relevant ecstatic riisa situation in those viewing them [8]. 

Indian music was known and held in high regard in 
the Islamic world at least since the 3rd/ 9th century [9]. 
Persian, Arabic and Indian music have a great deal of com
mon: all three were modal systems based on melody rather 
than harmony; each of them was concerned with the cosmic 

At least eight folios of the Faberge muraqqa ·are con
nected with the riigamiilii. We examine three of them 
below. Our choice was occasioned both by access to the 
necessary reference literature and the fact that these particu
lar miniatures were selected for an exhibition by the 
curators of the Fuji Museum. In the next issue of the jour
nal, we plan to complete the description of the miniatures in 
this series from Faberge's muraqqa '. 

I. "Bila val (Yilaval) Ragin!' ( 12.5 x 22.5 cm) (jig I). 

A young woman sits on a chowki covered in green 
cloth, elegantly raising her hand and turning back to look in 
the mi1rnr held by a servant girl. The miniature (fol. 23a) 
depicts part of the summer-house's rich interior: a floor 
with a rose-colored carpet, carved doors, a balustrade along 
the root: a large, soft dark-red pillow. Visible in the back
ground arc the green crowns of tall blooming or fruit-bearing 
trees. In the upper right corner we find the moon in a halo 
of rays. The margins are a green background with large 
flowers in delicate gold. At the top is an inscription -
hihlval [I OJ. 

The woman looking in a mirror is a favourite subject of 
Indian cou1i miniatures. One recalls here the famed minia
ture from the collection of the British Museum [ 11 ]; close 
in composition to our miniature, it represents the provincial 
Ghaiwal school that developed under Siidarshan Shah 
( 1815-59) (jig. 2). Another miniature from our muraqqa · 
(see below) also comes to mind [ 12]. 

The miniature is located in a complex yellow-green 
border adorned in gold (outer dimensions: 18.0 X 28.5 cm. 
The broadest, middle section of the border contains a Persian 
inscription. 

Upper part of the border: 

)-"_, _,.,~I _,b....u ~ <lll ~ ~ t'-"1-' ~ j;_,5 j!_, __.k 
<lll j_, __.k _,.,_,.;..ill 

"·AIL magnimous ruler, o generous one! 0, voice of 
the prophet of Allah! 0, he who covers over sins 1 'All, fa
vourite of Allah!" 

II 

cosmic implications of music as well as its power to influ
ence the individual. 

Music flourished in Islamic India despite orthodox 
views that it was unlawful in Islam. The rulers, some of 
whom were not only patrons but excellent musicians in 
their own right, favoured the creation of an atmosphere at 
their courts where elements of different musical cultures 
co-existed and enriched one other. 

The patronage of music reached its peak under the 
Moghiil Emperors Akbar, JahangTr and Shah Jahan. At the 
beginning of the seventeenth century, music flourished in 
the Deccan under the patronage of Ibrahim 'Adil Shah II, 
a renowned poet. Under the Emperor AwrangzTb ( 1658-
1707), who chose a life of asceticism early in his reign, mu
sic suffered a temporary set-back. However, it was revived 
under the later Moghiils, Bahadur Shah (1707-1712) and 
Mu~ammad Shah ( 1719-1748). The latter was a famous 
singer himself. 

Jn general, the fates of miniature painting at Mughal 
courts followed those of the music. 

Left side (from top to bottom): 

_,~ _,.,b.91 _,J .::,u...,I J,,ii.o .Ui_, ~ <lll .).= Jy.u_, j1 
.J-! -'-! I_,~ _xi_, ..l-ilJ ;...,,. ~ I_,_,_, ..5-.:,; .::,u...,1 ~ 

,)y.J I_, ~I~ ..>-! J"-'-.l .;,.ih _xi JWI ~ ~ 
.:_,S,,, 

"From the words of the Prophet, may Allah bless him 
and his kin, they transmit: the sun has four special quali
ties -- it changes the colour of faces, and makes that person 
evil-smelling. The Ka'ba 1s the joy of this creation and is 
everything. Do not destroy the Ka'ba of hope". 

The lower part of the border contains first part of a 
ruhii 'I by the famed ·umar Khayyam (d. before 530/ 1135): 

<.,?'-..> ~ I_,.. ..$" _y-..>-!I 

<.,?'-..> ~ ~ 04 .)-! Ji4 .)J 

"You broke the pitcher with my wine, my Lord. 
You closed the door of joy for me, my Lord". 

Right side (from top to bottom): 

.:_,S,,, .;,L:.....; .xi_, .:_,l:w.o _xi ~ 

.::,u...,I ~ )~ _,.,U.l _,J 

__...,.__,.::,u...,l~_xlJWI~ 

.:_,S,,, )y.J I_, -1¥1 ~ 

.:_,S,,, .:_, l'Li I_, ~ .:_,W._,.:.._,......, 

"Do not make an attempt on the life of these 
drink-sodden and self-abasing people' 

The sun has four special qualities. 
The Ka'ba is the joy of creation and is everything. 
Do not destroy the Ka'ba of hope. 
Do not allow those who are drunk to weep from love". 

The text is written in nasta 'liq on a yellow background, 
and groups of words are separated by areas of gold and col
oured pigment decorated with a floral motif - small red 
flowers, green leafs - (tarsi' 11·a ta!Jrlr). 
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The reverse side of the folio (jig. 3) contains a calligra
phy sample (qi(a): one line in a large nasta 'liq is written 
into a central rectangle ( 18.0 X 28.5 cm) in a complex 
border adorned in gold (outer dimensions: 18.8 X 31.0 cm). 
The central part of the latter also contains a Persian text in 
a smaller nasta 'liq. As on the reverse side, groups of words 
are enclosed in a thin black line (la~rir). On a gold back
ground we find an ornament of small blue and red flowers 
and green leaves similar to that on the reverse side. The 
margins present a yellow background with medium-sized 
flower in delicate gold. 

Text in the central cartouche: 

.:,,S..o..A-lL l.J ~ ._,...::..l....o ~ 

"O, Master' Do not make Ja'far helpless!" 

Text written around the perimeter. Left side (from top 
to bottom): 

"O, God' Bless the chosen Prophet Mu~ammad, the 
preferred 'All. Fa!ima. the Radiant, Chaste one, the grand
sons [of the Prophet] al-l;lasan and al-l;lusayn". 

Right side (from top to bottom): 

~ j..il....oJl...9 ......,.,. .;]Wl.J ~ ..i4"Jl ->'...i ~ J=.J 
~1...9 ......,.,. ~1...9 ~ l.i:o)l...9 ..s'-"Y' ~lSJl...9 

"Bless the Adornment of those who revere 'All [13] al
Baqir Mu~ammad [14], al-Sadiq Ja'far [15], al-Ka~im 

Musa [ 16], al-Ri9a ·All [ 17], al-Taql Mu~ammad [ 18], al
Naql" 

Lower part of the border: 

r-1-Lill <lll ~ ~ J=.J ~I '5~1 ._,5 )1...9 _;..k 

"·All [ 19], az-Zakl al-' Askari [20], and bless l;lujjatal
lah al-Qa'im" 

Upper part of the border: 

,).,.Jl...9 __,..;':II ~ .:,,lo)I ._,...::..l....o ~~I 

"Al-Mahdi [21], lord of time, ruler of people and 
jinns". 

2. "Desvarati (Varari, Varadi) Ragin!' ( l l .5 x 17.0 cm) 
(see Plate /). 

The miniature (fol. 25a) is located in a yellow-gold 
border adorned with an ornament in gold. The margins pre
sent a rich green background with large flowers delicately 
drawn in gold. 

A half-dressed young woman (in bright red wide trou
sers embroidered with flowers) in desperation because she 
has been separated from her beloved wrings her hands and 
gazes in the mirror held by a maid-servant. The position of 
her arms conveys a stock emotional connotation of sexual 
longing. This is one of several ragama/a subjects that seek 
to capture a mood of female sexual frustration [22] (cf. 
above. fol. 23a). 

The depiction is of a courtyard ringed by a high, bright
yellow wall. To the left is the corner of a home and part of 
a bright-red doorway. Women stand on a pink stretch of 
carpet adorned with geometric and floral ornaments. 

The musical version of Desvarati is performed on 
autumn evenings. 

The reverse side of the folio (jig. 4) contains calligra
phy samples (qi(a) written into 7 cartouchcs united by 
a common yellow-gold border with a gold ornament; 
they are arranged in the shape of a cross (maximum dimen
sions: 21.0 x 30.0 cm). The central, virtually rectangular, 
ca11m1che, moreover, is enclosed in a blue border with gold. 
It contains a calligraphic exercise (in naskh) not intended 
for reading; one can discern only the Arabic phrase: 

"Some wise men said . 

The other cartouches contain poetic texts in medium
sized and large nasta 'liq. The phrases are enclosed in a thin 
black line (la~1rir). The gold background of the cartouches 
is ornamented with small blue, white, and red flowers and 
green leaves. The margins present a dark-blue background 
with medium-sized flowers delicately painted in red. 

The Persian mi.)Ta 's are arranged so that the continua
tion is found in a mirror cartouche. 

Up-down: 

..i.&i 0~..>-! JWI <IS .::.u..ul .;_,;x-A>; 
..i.&i 0 bi .)..) ..:.J .J..l <IS .::.u..ul Jill. ~ 

"What light is it that stars provide the world, 
What chattering is it that happiness spreads in 

the heavens!" 

Up-down: 

"..J)y J..i r-P ) <.>'Y 
d..Jjl.....u ·)~ ~~ 4-; 

"It is you who charms all with the generosity of [your] 
soul, 

[It is you who] heals all in need". 

Left-right: 

.;:.u..ul ~ )-*'1 .)..) ,_j..i....:, ~ .)..l 
.::.u..ul ~_,5 )).~ .;,~I ~) ...9j 

"The voice of a beggar is like [the din] of magnani
mous bazaar 

In the depths of a shell - a rare gem". 

3. "Lalita Ragin!'' ( 13.5 x 23.0 cm) (see Plate 2). 

The miniature (fol. 34b) depicts a young prince leaving 
his sleeping beloved at dawn. An elegantly dressed young 
woman sleeps on her left side on a bed with a green cover
ing (the ends of the bed are bright red). The woman's head 
rests on an embroidered, lilac-red pillow. Before the bed is 
a low, pink table with a transparent pitcher and glasses. The 
scene takes place on a terrace or roof enclosed by a delicate 
gold fence. The background is the wall of a house with 
a window in which one can see the lush crowns of two 
trees. An elegantly dressed young man holds in his hand 
a garland of flowers and tenderly gazes at the sleeping girl. 
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Fig. 4 
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The left side of the miniature presents a green meadow 
close in colour to the bed covering. and a grey-blue sky 
with a rising sun ringed by stars. Above we find a clarifying 
inscription: lalita [23]. 

The miniature is in a yellow-gold border adorned in 
gold. The margins present a dark-blue background with 
large flowers in delicate gold. 

The musical version of Lalita is performed just before 
sunnse. 

The reverse of the folio (fig. 5) contains calligraphy 
samples (qi(a) written into 5 cartouches united by a com
mon yellow-gold border with a gold ornament: they are 
arranged in the shape of a cross (maximum dimensions: 
18.5 x 26.5 cm). The central. rectangular cartouche 
(6.0X 14.5 cm) is enclosed in a blue border with gold. 
It contains a text of9 lines (naskh) on a brown background: 
the lines of the text arc separated by a gold line. The 
two upper lines contain a Persian text that explains that the 
following words belong to the fourth Rightly-Guided ca
liph, ·All. Along the margin of the border is an inscription: 
j.ik> .i.=..o J..Ll:..o ("Exercise of Muryammad $adiq") [24]. 
There follow seven lines containing an Arabic text -
·All's prayer. The other cartouches ~ontain texts in large 
nasta 'liq. The phrases are enclosed in a thin black line 
(tahrlr). The golden background of the cartouches displays 
an ornament of small blue and red flowers and green 
leaves. 

The margins fonn a dark-blue background with me
dium-sized flowers in delicate red paint. 

Text in the central cartouche: 

~I_, o_,L.:Jl '4k- ._,k ~jll y.-ol jl 
_,5.-...J ~ '5~ jl ~ y ,,L,, .)._H. ..1.i.iy_,.i "5 .:.u..ulfo 

l'""*"")I .:r=-)1 <l.11 ~ 

".JY.J ~I 1.i..t --*"'" .. :.lli ... J ...,..;! ~I 
( ) <U j.).J ".)~ .J 'US ..)-'.; "..>"'""-' ..J 

y-t .)-<> ~ j .J' 1 _, "~ Lo --*"'" .J ~ Lo --*"'" 
<l:...11 ~I ,,~ Lo y-t .)-<>.J ~ Lo 

~Jt..,...,)'1_, .t.)L,.JI_, .;,l.£")'1_, .)-<> ')14 l.4k 

~..fl.J ~ U ~_,:Lii_, '5_,il]I_, .\5 .J"'..J 

"They convey that the amlr of the faithful, 'All (may 
prayer and peace be with him!), deigned to say: 'When you 
sec the new moon. rise from your place and say: 

In the name of Allah the Merciful, the Compassionate! 
0 God, I tmly ask You, render propitious this moon 

and its light, 
and its sight, and its blessing, and its appearance, and 

its share and[ ... ] 
render propitious what is in it and what is after it. I seek 

Your defence from the evil 
that is in it and from the evil that is after it. 0 God, 

lead it 
to us with security and faith, with peace and Islam, 
with blessing and honour, with success for that which 

You desire and deign to provide"'. 

Texts (counter clockwise): 

.l._H. ti.J:._,.i [_,.i ..:i.J.l.>~ 

"The beautiful FarTdiin [25], angel of generosity". 

)~Jj ~ ..:_,Jl=I -4 4-! 

"Take care. do not do good unto evil people". 

~ .:,~ ~..J "5 ..J.I..*- ~I 
"O God, no matter which door I enter, I regret it". 

.;,~ "~ "5 .}u1 j !_,... ~.1_,... 

"People thank me for the improvement of the cultivated 
world". 

All the miniatures described above belong to the 
Deccan school and can be dated to the second half of the 
eighteenth century. The muraqqa' folios present a very 
typical combination of the Muslim (Shi'a) religious texts, 
classical Persian poetry and miniatures connected with 
native Hindu traditions of love for poetry and music. 

Notes 

I. E. A. Rczrnn. "Oriental manuscripts of Karl Faberge. I: The Qur'an", Manuscripta Orientalia. VII I I (2001 ). pp. 40--61. 
2. Cf. Stewart Cary Welch. "Indian paintings in the St. Petersburg Muraqqa' ", in The St. Petershwx Muraqqu '. Alhum oflndian and 

Persian Miniaturn from the 16th through the Iii th Centurr and Specimens of Persian Calligraphy hy '/mud al-l:fasanl (Milano, 1996). 
p. 11. 

3. I also express my sincere thanks to Margarita Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya. Alexey Khismatulin,Firuza Abdullacva and my daughter 
Maryam Rezvan for their constant and friendly help during the preparationof this article. 

4. The rich scholarly tradition of studying Riiga11uihl miniatures focuses on the publication of the miniature albums preserved in 
European collections. Among the most important works arc: Klaus Ebeling. Ragamala Painting (Bale. 1973): Ernst and Rose Leonore 
Waldschmidt. Miniatures of Musical Inspiration. in the collectio11 of the Berlin Museum o/lndian Art. Pt. I: Ragamala Pictures fom the 
Western Himalaya Promoto1:\" (Wiesbaden. 1967); Pt. II: Ragamala Pictures Ji-om the Northern India and the Dl'Ccan, (Berlin. 1975); 
Linda York Leach. Mughal and Other Indian Painti11gs/i"om the Chester Beatt.1· Lihrar1· (London. 1995). i- -ii; idem. Paintings.fi·om India. 
The Nusser D. Khalili Collectio11 o/lslamic Art (Oxford. 1998). viii; Mark Zebrowski. Decca11i Paintings (London, 1983): Toby Falk and 
Mildred Archer. /11dia11 Mi11iature.1· in the India Office Lihrarr (London. 1981 ); P. Pal, Ragamala Pai11tings/ro111 the Museum o/Fine Arts, 
Boston (Boston. 1967). We also note a successful exhibition specially devoted to this artistic and musical phenomenon- RA GAMA LA: 
i-couter /es couleurs. peindre des sons - organised by the Musec d'ethnographic de la Ville de Gcnevc (20.03 - 13.04. 1998). as well as 
an interesting attempt to present this phenomenon in multimedia form (CD-ROM) "Ragamala" (Rs 595. Reality Information Systems, 
Pune. 6051987) (info(£Lrealityinfo.com). 

5. The technical term goes back to the ninth century, sec N .A. Jairazbhoy. "Hindu Music". The Enc\"clopaedia o/ Islam CD-ROM 
Edition v. 1.0. Sec also 0. C. Gangoly, Ragas and Raginis (Bombay, 1948). p. 63. 
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6. Similar associations, first attached to the strings of the lute (al-Kindl) and later extended to include the modes, are also found in 
Arabic musical treatises, see Jairazbhoy, op. cit. 

7. Sec "Ragamala paintings and Eastern music", Oriental Miniatures and Illumination, Bulletin No. 8 (Maggs Bros. Ltd., London. 
February, 1965), p. 2. 

8. For details see Sukhdev Singh Charak, Jam mu Raga ma la Paintings (Delhi, 1998), pp. 4-10. 
9. M. Z. Siddiqi, Studies in Arabic and Persian Medical literature (Calcutta, 1959), p. 32; see also Jairazbhoy, op. cit. 

10. See close parallel in Falk & Archer. Indian Miniatures, 431 vi, "Desvarati Ragini", Hyderabad, ca. 1784--85. 
11. "La toilette", Bihar school, late 18th century. See Mario Bussagli, Indian Miniatures (Milan, 1966), Pl. 65. 
12. See also M. S. Radhava, Indian Miniature Painting (New Delhi, 1981), p. 118, Pl. 79. Cf. Ragini Bilavala miniature, 

India, Bundelakhanda. ca. 1750, The University of Michigan Museum of Art accession no: 1975/2.154. Sec 
http://www. si. umich. cdu/ Art_History I demoarea/dctails/ 1975 _2. I 54. html. Sec also miniature "Woman studying her face in the mirror", 
from Salim Album, Mughal, probably Allahabad, ca. 1600-1604. Leach, Paintingsfi"Oln India, p. 78, Pl. 22. 

13. 'All b. l;lusayn Zayn al-'Abidln, fourth Shi'a imam (d. 951714). 
14. Mu9ammad al-Baqir, fifth Shi'a imam (d. 1151733). 
15. Ja'far al-~adiq, sixth Shi'a imam (d. 1481765). 
16. Musa al-Ka?im, seventh Shi 'a imam ( d. 1831799). 
17. ·All al-Ri<)a, eighth Shi'a imam (d. 2031818). 
18. Mu9ammad Jawad al-Taql, ninth Shi'a imam (d. 220/835). 
19. 'All al-Naql, tenth Shi'a imam (d. 254/868). 
20. Al-l;lasan al-'Askarl, eleventh Shi'a imam (d. 260/874). 
21. Mu9ammad al-Mahdi (al-Qa'im and al-l;lujja). twelfth Shi'a imam (entered major occultation in 329/940). 
22. Cf. Leach, Paintingsfiwn India, No. 52, p. 182; Falk & Archer, Indian Miniatures, 505xi; Ebeling, op. cit., Pl. c3 I. 
23. Close parallels to our miniature, but in their "mirror" composition, one can find in "Ragamala paintings and Eastern music", Pl. XXV 

(No. 29) - "Lalita Ragini". Signed by Faqirullah. Mughal, ca. 1750---60 and "Lalita Ragini", Murshidabad, ca. 1760, see Falk & Archer, 
Indian Miniatures, 368ii. 

24. Mul)ammad ~adiq, a calligrapher known only by his qi(a. He was working in India in between 1660-1690 (the information 
of Prof. Oleg Akimushkin). 

25. The son of Abtiyan or Abfin, one of the early kings of Persia, a hero. who inherited the divine glory and re-established the 
monarchy which for some years had been usurped. The most complete text on the subject is the verse account of his reign by Firdawsl. 
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